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The Resea rc h Process (O leen )

The Research Process
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to
modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Identify a research topic for the quarter.

b. Demonstrate broader understanding of the topic through brainstorming exercise.
c.

Locate pertinent sources for background information.

Assignment Instructions:

l. What is your research topic? List subjects, search terms, and more.

2. Formulate an inquiry question based on your research topic. Strategy Alert You can discover additional
"Getting Started" strategies through the Library Information Tutorial. Go here: https://library.wwu.edu/lit/
getting-started

3. Utilize the 20 Questions Exercise discussed in Chapter One to brainstorm about your topic.

4. List three sources you would use to develop background understanding of the topic.
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The Learning Commons
at Western Libraries
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to

modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Locate the physical, and virtual, locations on these Learning Common Partners.

b. Demonstrate understanding of resources available through these partners.
c.

Understand how these partners contribute to library literacy.
Assignment Instructions:

What is the Teaching-Learning Academy? Provide a brief synopsis in your own words:

Name three ways to seek out research consultation help. Hint Think of both face-to-face and virtual means for
communication.

Describe, in your own words, the purpose of the Student Technology Center. What do they do? Who do they
serve?

On the STC Homepage, select the 'Workshops' tab. Provide the description of a Fall Quarter Adobe workshop
- any one of them - along with the dates and times.
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Tutoring Center
Give the website address of the Tutoring Center:

Please describe, in your own words, what the Tutoring Center provides for Western students:

True or False ( Circle One): You can go to the Tutoring Center to receive tutoring help in all disciplines.
Go to the Tutoring Center homepage, then select the 'TC Services' in order to see the drop-in tutoring schedule.
Provide the times for drop-in tutoring available for students who are currently enrolled in Math 240:

True or False ( Circle One): You can receive assistance in developing study skills at the Tutoring Center.
Where is the physical location of the Tutoring Center? Be sure to name the specific hall in which the organization is located ...

Hacher! Research & Writing Studio
What is the website of Western Libraries' Hacher! Research & Writing Studio?
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Go to the RWS homepage, then select the 'Services' page. Provide a short overview of the services the Studio
offers:

True or False ( Circle One): You can submit a paper to the Studio, electronically, for feedback.

Go to the Services page. Under the 'Services for Students' tab, select the 'Writing Conferences' option from the
dropdown menu. Describe, in your own words, the 'Typical Writing Conference. '

True or False ( Circle One): The Writing Center does NOT have resources for multilingual or graduate students.
Final Questions

Take a moment to reflect. Would you use any of these Learning Commons partners? For what assignments or
classes?
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OneSearch
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to
modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Locate common fea tu res on the OneSearch catalog.

b. Define, and employ, search strategies in library catalogs
Assignment Instructions:
Read Chapter Four (OneSearch) from The Research Process: Strategies for Undergraduate Students. Describe,
in your own words, the Boolean Operators. Be sure to address all three operators:

Briefly, describe the difference between the search scopes and the search interfaces.

Refer to the screenshot below, and answer the following questions:
(Image: Marrall, R. M. OneSearch Ca talog, Accessed Sept. 19th, 2016)
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What are the advantages and disadvantages of using this interface?

What is the default Boolean set-up in the WWU Libraries' Catalog? In other words, when you combine search
terms in the search bar, are you using AND, OR or NOT? ( Circle One).

List three pre-search limiters and their functions:

Mix and Match: Match the following search strategies with the appropriate definitions by drawing a line

from the term to the correct answer.

Use of quotation marks to search for a phrase,

Phrase Searching

rather than a keyword.

Truncation

Type of logic that governs search results, which
are AND, OR, and NOT.

Wildcards

Allows you to find many word variations with a
single search term by using an asterisk.

Used to find variant spellings of a word by us-

Boolean Operators

ing a question mark.

Features in the Advanced Search page that al-

Search Limiters

low more control over the search experience
(Date, Availability, Resource Type, etc.).
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Go the Advanced Search interface, and perform the following search: "Communication Theory" (Yes, with the
quotation marks). Then ensure that your results are limited to materials from the last ten years. Please answer
all questions, starting with:
Which search scope/ tab did you use?

How many results did you retrieve for each search scope/ tab?

How many Peer-Reviewed Journals did you retrieve in the default search scope?

Limit your search results to 'eBooks.' How many results did you retrieve in the default search scope?

Go to the fourth result, and provide the following information:
Author(s):
Title:
Availability (i.e., Is it available right now? From where?):
Subject Headings:
Publisher & Date of Publication:

How would you add this item to your e-Shelf in OneSearch?

Please provide the permalink for this item record:

3
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Article Databases
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to
modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Locate article databases through the Western Libraries homepage.

b. Identify search limiters within, and sometimes unique to, specific databases.
c.

Demonstrate understanding for differences across database interfaces.
Questions

Let's start with the preliminaries: Please provide the URL for the webpage that hosts the Article Databases
available at Western Libraries.

True or False ( Circle One): You can search for article databases at Western Libraries by title or by subject.
Let's visit the database entitled Biological Sciences.
Answer the following questions:

What topics does this database cover? Please provide a description in your own words:

Look at the dropdown menu next to the top search bar, and provide a list of five options to search by.

True or False ( Circle One): Within the Document Type limiters, you can search for patents.
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Remember the research guides? Determine if Biological Sciences has an internal proximity search command by going to the 'Search Tips' section, then 'Search Syntax Conversion Guide'. If there is a proximity
search command, provide an example below:

Use the database Thesaurus, select the Pollution Controlled Vocabulary Thesaurus, and search for Gallium.
Then employ the search with the following limiters: Check "Scholarly Journals" in Source Type, and Check
"Articles" in Document Type.

How many results did you retrieve?

How many results are peer reviewed articles?

Let's visit the database entitled PsycINFO.
Answer the following questions:

What topics does this database cover? Please provide a description in your own words:

Look at the dropdown menu next to the top search bar, and provide a list of five options to search by.

True or False ( Circle One): You cannot search by Methodology type when using search limiters.
2
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Go to the database thesaurus, and look up the term 'Ability Grouping. Provide the given definition, and the
related terms.

Conduct a search with the phrase 'Ability Grouping.' Limit results to 'Books.' Provide the title and author
(s) of the second result.

Final Questions

Would you use either database again?

For each database, what was the most useful feature for you?

Which database do you think is more user-friendly? Why? Be sure to reference the material we covered in
lectures when explaining your rationale.

3
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Google Suite
Instructors: The purpose of this exploratory activity is to familiarize students with different Google Search Engines. These activities can be used in-class or as a take-home assignment. Encourage small group reflections about
the questions, and what students discovered. Please see below for the assignment instructions:
Google Scholar
Go to https://scholar. google.com, and answer the following questions.
When you arrive at the Google Scholar site, do you encounter a simple or advanced search interface? (Circle
one).

Click the arrow that indicates a drop-down menu. What happens?

Remain on the new interface, and search for happiness. Please answer the following questions:
How many results?

Exclude patents. Now how many results do you have?

Select the Case Law option. What does this do?

Go back to the Articles display, then click on the first result. Please provide the title and author.
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Google News
Go to https://news.google.com, and answer the following questions.
Questions:
What are today's Top Stories? Provide three titles.

1.

2.
3.

Under the 'Top Stories' option, there are several more limiters - both geographic and subject-specific. Please
list three of them.

1.

2.
3.

Conduct a search for 2016 Presidential Election. Please answer the following questions:

How many results?

Do you notice a pattern among the clusters of article links?

Click on the link entitled 'Explore in Depth.' What happens?

2
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Google Images
Go to https://images.google.com, and answer the following questions.
Questions:
Conduct a search for 'American history'. What main sub-categories appeared?

Click on the 'Search tools' icon/ button. What happens? Provide a brief but detailed description.

Go to the 'Usage Rights' button, and click on the dropdown menu. Please answer the following questions:

Provide a brief list of your search options.

Think about Fair Use, and say that you need an image for a Power Point presentation in your Communications 101 class. In order respect copyright in an educational setting, which option should you use in your
Google Image Search?

Which Google Image search limiter will be most useful you in your research? Why?

3
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Wikipedia
Instructors: The purpose of this exploratory activity is to acquaint students with Wikipedia, and how the content
within is edited and presented to users. These activities can be used in-class, or as a take-home assignment. Encourage small group reflections about the questions. Please see below for the assignment instructions:
Assignment Objective(s):
a. Locate the features of Wikipedia "front end."
b. Identify the editing process and other features that are "behind the scenes"
c. Demonstrate what implications this site has for information literacy.

Instructions
Go to the Wikipedia homepage, and list the number of articles available in Polski (the Polish language):

Conduct a search for David Attenborough (in English). List the major page divisions (Hint: Start with 'Early
life and family' ... ):

Does this page have references? If so, list the tenth (10th) and twentieth (20th) reference. (Note: You are welcome to copy and paste, or give the URL to a screenshot).

Wikipedio. (Mo.rro.11 )
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Scroll to the very bottom of the page, until you reach the section entitled 'Categories.' Answer the following
questions:

What is the purpose of these categories?

All of these categories are hyper linked. Click on one and provide the name of the resulting page:

When was the David Attenborough page - not the overall site - last updated? (Hint: Look below the Cate
gories).

Time take a look at Wikipedia behinds. At the top of the Attenborough article, click on 'View Source, ' and answer the following questions:

Under what conditions can you edit a Wikipedia document?

Look at the Protection Log. Has someone tried to vandalize the Attenborough page in the past? When?
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Return to the top, and click 'View History.' Provide a short list of all edits made in February 2014. Give the
times, dates, and user IDs.

Can you find out more information about the editors? Does this information appear to be mandatory (i.e., are
editors required to provide information about themselves)? Be sure to examine all the hyperlinks . ..

Final Question: Take a moment and think about what Wikipedia offers to students like you. Based on

what you discovered during this assignment, list some advantages and disadvantages of using the site:

3
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Government Sources
Instructors: The purpose of this exploratory activity is to discover government sources within the Libraries catalog, OneSearch. Below are the assignment instructions and the answer key.

Assignment Instructions
l.

To get started, use OneSearch Advance Search to find the record for the congressional hearing whose title begins "ISIL in America."

2.

Does WWU own it in paper?

3.

Does WWU have access to it as an e-book?

4.

Which committee held the hearing? (Don't bother with the subcommittee)

5.

The oldest government document available at WWU with the subject heading "volcanoes" is about what state?

6.

What is the Sudoc number for the Girl Power! Diary?

7.

In FDSys, search for "Western Washington University" as a phrase. In what year was the OLDEST document
that comes up published?

8. In the Catalog of Government Publications find a document whose title beginning "Crook House." Where is

the house located?
9. In the Homeland Security Digital Library, search for the word Turkey and the phrase "syrian refugees." Who

is the author of the largest number of publications?
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Western Libraries
Heritage Resources
Instructors: Heritage Resources strives to ensure that every student who graduates from Western is able to
find, understand, and interpret a wide variety of unique and primary source materials in various contexts throughout their lives. This is a life-long learning skill and a crucial component of both information and academic literacy.
The rare, original, and archival sources collected by our programs are valuable teaching and learning tools that can
enhance, enrich, and enliven research in nearly every subject. The following curriculum allows students to discover
and use our unique resources while providing engaging methods for accessing, researching, and interpreting those
materials. Instructional activities include onsite visits to the Center for Pacific Northwest Studies and University
Archives (Goltz-Murray Archives Building), and Special Collections (Wilson Library 6th floor), during which students engage in hands-on exercises designed to emphasize active learning, group discussion, and reflection.
Through these activities students will be able to complete the following objectives:
•

Articulate what archives and special collections are, and why they are valuable for research;

•

Understand the three Heritage Resources units and the scope of their collections;

•

Know basic rules for using unique and primary source materials, and be comfortable communicating with
staff to facilitate research requests;

•

Critically approach sources by considering factors such as why they were created, whether or not they contain bias or a particular point-of-view, how relevant/reliable they are, etc.

Instructions
Activities and Lesson Plans
We recommend allowing at least 80-100 minutes of class time for each onsite visit, during which time we will
typically engage in the following:
•

A brief introduction to the operations and types of materials housed by each unit, instruction on how to access and use those resources, and a "behind the scenes" tour of facilities;

•

An activity in which students work in groups with a selection of materials (such as items relating to a particular topic or format) and answer a set of questions/prompts designed to encourage observation, reflection, and
questioning;

•

A group discussion that covers an analysis of the resources, any challenges encountered, and/or questions or
other issues the students wish to address.

We invite instructors to work with us in customizing selected materials and questions/worksheets to align with the
theme of their course.
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Preparation
To give students a basic understanding of the three Heritage Resources units and the scope of their collections,
we recommend that instructors assign the "Accessing Primary Sources on Campus" video before their onsite visits
to Heritage Resources.

Special Collections Session
Lesson Overview

Students will become familiar with the processes and protocols for accessing Special Collections materials, and
refine their information literacy and critical analysis skills through a hands-on exploration of texts and objects.
Activities

l.

Special Collections staff provide an introduction and vault tours.

2.

Students collaborate in groups to complete worksheets at various stations containing a selection of resources
(depending on the length of the class session and the number of workstations, stud en ts will typically spend
between 5-10 minutes per station);

3. Each group reports back to the class, and students engage in discussion facilitated by instructor and staff (we
suggest at least 15-20 minutes for this activity).

Archives Building Session
Lesson Overview

Students will become familiar with the three units located in the Archives Building (the Center for Pacific
Northwest Studies, University Archives & Records Management, and the Northwest Branch of the Washington
State Archives), understand processes and protocols for accessing collection materials, and learn how to critically
analyze primary sources through a hands-on activity.
Activities

1.

Staff p rovide an intro duction to the _-\rchives Building, ove rview of the three tmits, and behind-the-scen es
tour.

2. Students collaborate in group s to complete worksh eets at various station s containing a selection o f resources;
3. Each group rep orts back to the class and students engage in discussion facilitated by instructors and staff
(we suggest at least 15-20 minutes for this activity).

2
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Special Collections - Sample Worksheet
Group Member Names:

Instructions: Use the questions on this sheet to help you analyze the resources provided.
l.

What is the title of the resource and when was it created? (If no date is given, consider approximating a date
range i.e. "circa 1900-1910", otherwise mark as "undated.")

2.

Who authored this resource? Who was the intended audience? Consider what might have been going on at the
time of its creation and what cultural (political, social, aesthetic) significance the work might have had.

3.

Does the item have any distinguishing physical features or markings? Are there any notes in the item, or is it
signed by the author? What else do you notice about its condition/physicality?

4.

What information does the resource provide? Is it factual, personal opinion/observation, fiction, poetry or
something else?

5.

Why is this in Special Collections rather than the Libraries' circulating collection?

6.

How might you continue research related to this item? What would your next steps be?

3
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Archival Resources - Sample Worksheet
Group Member Names:

Instructions: Use the questions on this sheet to help you analyze the resources provided.
l.

What is your general topic? What kinds of resources are at your workstation?

2.

When were these resources created? What was going on during that time (historical context)? Why were these
records created at that particular time? What issues, ideas, values or struggles do they reveal?

3.

Who created the resources and why might they have created them? Who was the intended audience? Note any
particular bias the author(s) and/or intended audience(s) may have lent to the resource.

4.

What are the strengths and weakness of these resources? Is there information missing, or that you'd expect or
want to find but cannot locate? Where might you go to find or supplement that information?

5.

How/why do you think this resource came to be in the Archives? Do you have any additional thoughts about
the kinds of records that get kept versus those that are lost (or never created in the first place)?

6.

If you were an archivist, what kinds of records would you hope to collect?

4
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Writing As Inquiry
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to
modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Apply course concepts to a specific inquiry topic.

b. Develop composing strategies for working individually in pursuing an inquiry project.
c.

Develop composing strategies for working collectively in pursuing an inquiry project.
Assignment Instructions:

Process
l. Read ___for an overview of what this kind of project entails and do the related Literacy Autobiography

entry. Due _ _ _ _ __
2. Select a topic from the list provided and write a 500-750 word) Proposal (5 points) in which you a) name
your top topic choice, b) explain your rationale for choosing this particular topic, c) identify specific and genuine inquiry questions you have about the topic, and 4) predict what you might discover in answer to your
questions. Due _ __
3. Meet with your topic group and compare your proposals to identify shared lines of inquiry. Compose an
overarching inquiry question to pursue collectively. Identify sub-questions about your shared topic to pursue
individually. Prepare a 1-page, single-spaced, 400-500 word set oflnquiry Questions (10 points) to share including rationale for each question and which group members will be responsible for which questions. Due

4. Work with your group to compile findings from your individual inquiries. Prepare a Preliminary Findings
Prezi or Power Point presentation to share your initial findings with your colleagues. Due _ _.
5. Draft a 1,000-word summary of your Section Findings in answer to the sub-question(s) you were pursuing.
Due _ __
6. In inquiry group, review individual drafts and develop an overarching thesis to bring together your individual findings. Develop a revising and editing plan for composing final Inquiry Paper. Due_.
7. In inquiry group, revise and edit individual sections and compose a brief Foreword explaining how your individual inquiry findings contribute to the overarching thesis. Due _ _.
8. Submit final Inquiry Paper with collective foreword and individually written sections. Due
Evaluation - Worth a total of _ _ points total based on the following criteria:

Content: Provides overall thesis and claims based on evidence drawn from appropriate sources; demonstrates
accurate understanding of course concepts; incorporates readings and class concepts in analysis.

Conventions: Follows conventions for length, format, documentation style, and due dates.
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Copyright & Fair Use
Instructors: This assignment can be used as an in-class activity or as a take-home assignment. Please feel free to
modify this assignment as you need to. The assignment objectives are to ...
a.

Understand how to identify copyright status.

b. Demonstrate how to make a fair use determination.
c.

Demonstrate understanding of Creative Commons licenses.

Assignment Instructions:

l. Using Google Image search, find an image related to your topic for your poster. Paste the image here.

2. Is the image under copyright?

3. Assuming it is, is your use a fair use or not? Why?

4. What resource or tool did you use to make the determination?

5. Use Creative Commons search to find an additional image related to your topic. Paste the image here.

6. What is the Creative Commons license the author-creator assigned?

